The added value was the quality of the visuals, the
speed of the sequences, the detail…
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Used Habiteo for the « La Maison des Parents » program for the association « Espace Renaissance »

To answer what needs did you use the services of Habiteo ?

We needed a provider to modelise and to support the
association Espace Renaissance in the presentation of a
very particular house:
La maison des Parents (The parents house) that welcomes
children and their families during hospitalization periods.

Why did you choose Habiteo instead of another
provider ?

We didn’t knew any other providers and our first exchanges with
Léa, our contact at Habiteo, were always very pleasant.
The fact that she followed up with us without harassing us to
present us the Habiteo solutions made us not feel the need to look
for another provider that offers the same services.
Most importantly, Habiteo accompanied us in the associative steps
of the project.

What use did you make of it?

A presentation in front of 500 people for the association.
Now we continue to use the visuals to communicate about
it, make the project known, give it dynamism and convince
partners.

What was the added value for you?

It is a whole of added values: the quality of the visuals,
the speed of the sequences, the detail…

What was the added value for the partners
of the association?

Being able to make this project become reality and
humanize it for the volunteers and the donors.

Any comment to conclude?

Everyone that was present was surprised about the ability to concretely project themselves into
the construction.
The speed of the sequence diffusion was also very appreciated by the spectactors who knew about
these projection systems but on much slower and less reactive softwares.
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